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Abstrat
The WITCH experiment aims to study a possible admixture of a salar or tensor type in-
teration in β-deay by determining the β− ν angular orrelation from the shape of the reoil
energy spetrum. The installation period was ompleted and intensive ommissioning of the
set-up was performed already. The lay-out of the WITCH set-up and results of ommissioning
tests performed until now are desribed here, showing that the full set-up up to the spe-
trometer is now operational, although several eienies are still to be improved. Due to its
feature of being able to measure the energy spetrum for reoil ions, the WITCH experiment
also opens possibilities for other observables.
Key words: weak interation, beta deay, salar interation, Penning trap, retardation spe-
trometer
1 Introdution
Despite the fat that the β-deay proess was disovered already at the end of the 19th entury,
our understanding of weak interations has developed only gradually. The Standard Model of the
eletroweak interation is very suessful in desribing existing experimental data both qualita-
tively and quantitatively, but a number of parameters have to be determined experimentally and
several important properties of the interation are not well understood. The most general intera-
tion Hamiltonian for nulear β-deay whih inludes all possible interation types onsistent with
Lorentz-invariane is given by [1, 2℄
∗
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Hβ = (p¯n) (e¯ (CS + C′Sγ5) ν)
+ (p¯γµn) (e¯γ
µ (CV + C
′
V γ5) ν)
+
1
2
(p¯σλµn)
(
e¯σλµ (CT + C
′
Tγ5) ν
)
− (p¯γµγ5n) (e¯γµγ5 (CA + C′Aγ5) ν)
+ (p¯γ5n) (e¯γ5 (CP + C
′
P γ5) ν) + h.c. (1)
The oeients Ci and C
′
i, i ∈ {S, V, T,A, P} are the oupling onstants for Salar (S), Vetor
(V), Tensor (T), Axial-Vetor (A) and Pseudosalar (P) ontributions. In the Standard Model of
the weak interation only V and A interations are present at a fundamental level, whih leads to
the well-known V − A struture of the weak interation. However, this assumption is based on
experimental results only and the presene of salar and tensor types of weak interation is today
ruled out only to the level of about 8% of the V- and A-interations [3℄.
A possible admixture of a salar or tensor type weak interation in β-deay an be studied by
determining the β − ν angular orrelation. This β − ν angular orrelation for unpolarized nulei
an be written as [4℄:
ω(θβν) ⋍ 1 + a · vβ
c
cos θβν
[
1− Γm
E
b
]
(2)
where θβν is the angle between the β partile and the neutrino, E, vβ/c and m are the total energy,
the veloity relative to the speed of light and the rest mass of the β partile, Γ =
√
1− (αZ)2
with α the ne-struture onstant and Z the nulear harge of the daughter nuleus, b is the
Fierz interferene term whih has experimentally been shown to be small (e.g. |bF | < 0.0044 at
90% C.L. [5℄) and an as a rst approximation be assumed to be zero, and a is the β − ν angular
orrelation oeient. Sine the S- and V-interations lead to Fermi transitions (F) and the A-
and T-interations to Gamow-Teller transitions (GT), the β − ν angular orrelation oeient a
an be approximated as (assuming maximal parity violation for the V- and A-interations and real
ouplings)
aF ≃ 1− |CS |
2
+ |C′S |2
|CV |2
, aGT ≃ −1
3
[
1− |CT |
2
+ |C′T |2
|CA|2
]
(3)
In the Standard Model, i.e. in the absene of S- and T-type interations, aF = 1 and aGT = −1/3.
Any admixture of S to V (T to A) interation in suh a pure Fermi (Gamow-Teller) deay would
result in a < 1 (a > −1/3). A measurement of a therefore yields information about the interations
involved. However, the neutrino annot be deteted diretly and the β−ν angular orrelation thus
has to be inferred from other observables. From the properties of the general Hamiltonian of the
weak interation (Eq.(1) and [6℄) and of the Dira γ-matries it an be shown that the two leptons
in β-deay will be emitted preferably into the same diretion for a V (T) interation and into
opposite diretions for an S (A) interation. This will lead to a relatively large energy of the reoil
ion for a V (T) interation and a relatively small reoil energy for an S (A) interation (Fig. 1). The
WITCH experiment aims to measure the shape of the reoil energy spetrum with high preision
to determine the β− ν angular orrelation parameter a and from this dedue a limit on a possible
salar or tensor admixture in weak interations.
Due to its feature of being able to measure the reoil ion energy spetrum in nulear β-deay, the
WITCH experiment also provides interesting possibilities for other observables, e.g. one an also
determine F/GT mixing ratios, Q-values, EC/β+ branhing ratios and harge state distributions
[12℄, [27℄. In addition, the ion loud in the deay Penning trap an also be used for β and γ
spetrosopy, this time not using the reoil spetrometer but with β and γ detetors added to the
WITCH set-up. For example, a β detetor on the axis of the deay trap at some distane behind
the trap opens the possibility for β spetrosopy with a pure sample without any sattering of the
β partiles in the soure. Adding γ detetors around the enter eletrode of the trap will make
also γ spetrosopy possible.
2
2 Experiment
2.1 Priniple
An experiment to measure the reoil energy spetrum in nulear β-deay faes twomajor diulties:
(1) the β-emitter is usually embedded in matter, whih auses a distortion of the reoil ion spetrum
due to energy losses aused by ion sattering in the soure, and (2) the reoil ions have very low
kineti energy rendering a preise energy measurement diult.
In order to avoid the rst problem and to be as independent as possible from the properties of
the isotopes to be used, the WITCH experiment uses a double Penning trap [7℄ struture to store
radioative ions. The ion loud in the seond trap, the deay trap, onstitutes the soure for the
experiment, where the ions are kept for several half-lives, i.e. of the order of 1 to 10 s for the ases
of interest [8℄.
To solve the seond problem and measure the reoil energy spetrum a retardation spetrometer
is used. The working priniple of suh a devie is similar to the β-spetrometers used for the
determination of the neutrino rest-mass in Mainz [9℄ and Troitsk [10℄. The WITCH spetrometer
onsists of two magnets: the rst one providing a eld Bmax = 9 T, the seond one providing
Bmin = 0.1 T, and an eletrostati retardation system. Reoil ions are reated in the strong
magneti eld region (i.e. in the Penning trap) and pass on their way to the detetor the region
with low magneti eld (i.e. the retardation setion of the spetrometer). Provided that the elds
hange suiently slow along the path of the ions, their motion an be onsidered as adiabati.
Aording to the priniple of adiabati invariane of the magneti ux [11℄ p2
⊥
/B = const, where
p⊥ is the momentum projetion perpendiular to the magneti eld B. From this it follows that
the radial kineti energies of an ion in the trap (Etrapkin,⊥) and in the retardation setion (E
retard
kin,⊥ )
are related as Eretardkin,⊥ /E
trap
kin,⊥ = Bmin/Bmax. Thus a fration
1−Bmin/Bmax ≈ 98.9% (4)
of the energy of the ion motion perpendiular to the magneti eld lines will be onverted into
energy of the ion motion along the magneti eld lines. The total kineti energy of the reoil ions
an be probed in the homogeneous region of low magneti eld Bmin by retarding them with a
well-dened eletrostati potential. By ounting how many ions pass the analysis plane for dierent
retardation voltages, the umulative reoil energy spetrum an be measured [8, 12℄.
2.2 Overview of the set-up
The general sheme of the set-up an be seen in Fig. 2. The installation at the ISOLDE faility
at CERN was reently ompleted. In a rst step the ions produed by ISOLDE [14, 15, 16℄ get
trapped and ooled by REXTRAP [17℄. As soon as a suient amount of ions (viz. 106 to 107
ions) has been olleted by REXTRAP they are ejeted as a 60 keV (optionally 30 keV) bunh
and are transmitted through the horizontal beamline (HBL) of WITCH into the vertial beamline
(VBL). There the ions are eletrostatially deelerated from 60 keV to ∼80 eV in several steps.
In order to avoid a high voltage platform a pulsed avity is used [18℄ (named Pulsed Drift Tube,
PDT, in the ase of WITCH [28℄). When the ion bunh is inside the PDT the potential of the
avity is swithed down over the range of 60 kV (30 kV) from 52 kV (26 kV) down to -8 kV (-4 kV).
In this way the kineti energy of the ions is not hanged while the potential energy is shifted to
-8 kV (-4 kV), so that the total energy beomes nearly zero (∼80 eV in pratie). The ions an
then be aptured in the ooler trap (the rst Penning trap of the WITCH set-up), whih is at
ground potential. In this ooler trap the ion loud is prepared (i.e. ooled and entered) before
being ejeted through the pumping diaphragm (whih separates the vaua of the two traps) into
the seond Penning trap, the deay trap. The latter is plaed at the entrane of the retardation
spetrometer. After β-deay the reoil ions emitted into the diretion of the spetrometer spiral
from the trap, whih is in the strong magneti eld, into the weak eld region. In the homogeneous
low-eld region the kineti energy of the ions is then probed by the retardation potential (Fig. 3).
The ions that pass this analysis region are re-aelerated to ∼10 keV to get o the magneti eld
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lines. The re-aeleration also ensures a onstant detetion eieny for all reoil ion energies.
Finally, the ions are foused with an Einzel lens onto the detetion miro-hannel plate (MCP)
detetor. For normalization purposes several β-detetors are installed in the spetrometer setion
too (also to hek the β-simulations, see Se. 2.6) [8, 12℄. The reoil spetrum an be measured
setting one retardation step for one trap load (in this ase a normalization, e.g. by ounting the
β-partiles, is neessary) or sanning all retardation steps during the same trap load (in whih
ase a orretion for the time-dependene of the ount rate due to the isotope half-life has to be
performed). The latter ase also allows to avoid a possible eet of the MCP degradation on the
shape of the reoil spetrum.
2.3 Response funtion
Sine the WITCH experiment measures the reoil energy spetrum, good knowledge of the spe-
trometer response funtion is of high importane. The response funtion has been investigated
both analytially as well as with numerial alulations of the ion trajetories through the spe-
trometer [19℄. Two important issues regarding this response funtion are disussed below.
2.3.1 Inuene of the residual gas
The residual pressure in the spetrometer setion (and also in the deay trap) should be as low as
possible. Indeed, in order to measure preisely the reoil spetrum it is very important to avoid
sattering of the reoil ions. The residual gas an also ause another problem for the experiment,
namely harge exhange whih leads to neutralization of the ions suh that they an not be probed
anymore by the retardation priniple.
The inuene of ion sattering was investigated via simulations of the ion trajetories, taking
into aount a Stokes fore to desribe the damping of the ion motion. The results are presented in
Fig. 4. These simulations were performed for argon gas in both traps and in the spetrometer. The
same pressure is used everywhere. For helium gas the indiated pressures have to be multiplied
by a fator of ≈ 8. One an see that with inreasing rest gas pressure the response funtion
broadens. It an also be noted that for a pressure better then 10−6 mbar the energy distribution
deviates only a little bit from the ideal ase p = 0 mbar, meaning that for a suessful reoil
spetrum measurement the residual gas pressure has to be ≤ 10−6 mbar in the deay trap and
in the spetrometer. Up to now no estimates were made for the eet of harge exhange on the
WITCH response funtion.
2.3.2 Doppler broadening
The ideal response funtion was derived assuming that the ions are at rest. The real situation,
however, diers sine the ion loud in the deay trap is at least at room temperature. The veloity
of the reoil ion is thus the superposition of the veloity of the mother nuleus in the trap and the
veloity obtained due to the beta deay. This denitely aets the reoil spetrum. Assuming a
Maxwellian ion veloity distribution and taking into aount that the energy at room temperature
(0.025 eV) is muh smaller than the reoil energy O(100 eV), it an be shown [20℄ that the energy
shift ǫ due to Doppler broadening results in the Gaussian distribution:
fǫ =
1√
2πσǫ
exp
(
− ǫ
2
2σ2ǫ
)
, (5)
with
σǫ =
√
2Erecoilkin kT (6)
where Erecoilkin is the reoil ion energy obtained in the beta deay, k is the Boltzmann onstant and T
is the ion loud temperature. Eq.(6) yields, for e.g. Erecoilkin = 280 eV and T = 300 K, σǫ = 3.8 eV.
This means that the mono-energeti response funtion broadens signiantly if the ion loud is at
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room temperature. To get the real response funtion for the WITCH spetrometer one has to fold
the ideal mono-energeti response funtion with this broadened energy distribution. Fig. 5 shows
the WITCH response funtion thus obtained for dierent ion loud temperatures. As one an see,
down to liquid nitrogen temperature (i.e. 77 K) the shape of the response funtion is dened by
Doppler broadening and only at the temperature of liquid helium (i.e. 4 K) it approahes the
shape of the ideal response funtion. It would thus be interesting to onsider to ool (at least to
77 K) both Penning traps.
The response funtion an be determined experimentally by measuring reoil ions from eletron
apture deay (EC), whih leads to a mono-energeti peak that is, if it aompanies β+ deay, above
the endpoint energy of the ontinuous reoil spetrum from β+ deay (Fig. 6, see Se. 2.4). By
measuring these EC peaks for several suitable nulides with dierent deay energies, an energy
alibration of the spetrometer an be performed as well.
2.4 Reoil spetrum
Eletron shake-o after the β-deay [22℄ will ause the daughter ions to have dierent harge states
q = n·e. The reoil ions with energy Erecoilkin and harge q will appear in the measured spetrum at a
retardation voltage Uret = E
recoil
kin /q due to the retardation priniple. The measured spetrum will
thus be a superposition of the spetra of the various harge states, eah with dierent endpoints
U0n = E
endpoint
0 /(n ·e), n ≥ 1, where Eendpoint0 is the endpoint energy of the reoil energy spetrum
for n = 1 (Fig. 6). Consequently, when measuring the full reoil spetrum up to the endpoint energy
Eendpoint0 , the upper half of the spetrum will onsist purely of events from harge state n = 1.
This upper half of the reoil spetrum is therefore the most interesting part for analyzing the
spetrum shape [12℄. Note that the EC peaks of dierent harge states n for the same nulide will
also appear in the spetrum at dierent energies EEC/n, n ≥ 1.
It is also planned to hek the dependene of the shake-o probability on the reoil ion energy,
as has been seen in
6
He β− deay [13℄. This dependene is expeted to be even larger in β+
deay [24℄. This eet to rst order distorts the reoil ion spetrum by (1+ s ·Erecoil). The idea is
to use the upper half of the 1
+
harge state spetrum to t simultaneously s and β− ν orrelation
oeient a. A possible dependene of the shake-o proess on the reoil energy an be heked
by tting spetra obtained for dierent harge states to a (not inluding the s parameter).
2.5 Ahievable preision
A series of random integral reoil spetra have been generated from whih the β − ν angular
orrelation parameter a was tted. The response funtion of the spetrometer was approximated
by Gaussian with σ =1%. No β bakground and no dependene of the shake-o on the reoil
ion energy were onsidered. By hanging the t interval and the bin width the inuene on the
ahievable preision for a was studied. These simulations (Fig. 7) show that, to reah a preision of
∆a = 0.005, the total number of events in the dierential energy spetrum should be N = 107÷108
and a minimum of n0 = 20 hannels (i.e. retardation steps) in the upper half of the spetrum seems
to be suient. Taking N = 108, n0 = 20, the number of ions in one trap load Nload = 10
6
and
the eieny parameters for a fully optimized set-up (Table 1), one an nd that the measurement
time needed to reah a preision of ∆a = 0.005 (Fig. 7) is tmeas ≈ 3.6 days for 35Ar (t1/2 = 1.78 s)
and tmeas ≈ 13 days for 26mAl (t1/2 = 6.35 s) [8℄. In fat, the results of the simulations presented
in Fig. 7 show that the required preision of ∆a = 0.005 might be ahieved already with N = 107
whih means that the measurement time redues orrespondingly, i.e. tmeas ≈ 8.6 hours for 35Ar
and tmeas ≈ 1.3 days for 26mAl.
2.6 GEANT4 β-partile simulations
As was already mentioned in Se. 2.2 normalization detetors (to ount β-partiles) are available
in the set-up too. Simulations with the GEANT4 simulation pakage [25, 26℄ were performed to
nd the best suited plae for installing these detetors in order to provide good statistis for the
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normalization. The sheme of the simulated set-up is presented in Fig. 8 (top). The double Penning
trap struture is desribed as a set of two solid opper ylinders (inner diameter 40 mm) separated
by a opper pumping diaphragm with an opening of 4 mm diameter. All spetrometer eletrodes
as well the walls of the lower and upper magnet bore tubes are made from stainless steel. For the
MCP detetor a very simplied model is used, i.e. a solid disk of quartz material (SiO2), 80 mm
in diameter and 1 mm thik.
The program was run for the ase of
35
Ar, with an isotropi β-partile emission distribution
and a 5 mm radius ion loud in the enter of the deay trap. The positions and elements of
the set-up whih are hit rst by the β-partiles after they leave the deay trap were determined.
This is shown in Fig. 8. One an reognize the shape of ertain eletrodes and also the pumping
diaphragm (at nearly -400 mm). The largest number of hits is in the pumping barrier: nearly 80%
of the betas going in this diretion hit the barrier. The seond most hit element is the SPDRIF01
eletrode. Taking into aount that the size of the pumping barrier is muh smaller than the size
of the SPDRIF01 eletrode, one an onlude that the pumping barrier is the most suitable plae
to install the β-detetors.
Another important result of these simulations is the estimate for the β-bakground on the
reoil ion detetor. This MCP detetor is introdued in the program as a very primitive model.
Nevertheless, this allows to hek how many partiles will arrive on the detetor. It appears that
this amount is atually rather large: from a total of 250 000 simulated events 8608 betas arrive on
the 8 m diameter MCP detetor. This number has to be ompared to the number of ions arriving
on the same detetor. Considering the eienies for an ideal set-up (Table 1) it an be estimated
that about 10 000 ions will arrive on the MCP detetor. However, it might be that an MCP of
4 m diameter is already suient for deteting all ions. Sine the β-bakground events equally
over the surfae of the MCP, a two times smaller diameter of the detetor means a redution of
the β-bakground by a fator of 4, orresponding to 2152 beta-partile events. This estimate of
the β-bakground is not yet omplete however, as one still has to take into aount the dierent
detetion eieny of the MCP for ions of O(10 keV) energy (the reoil ions are aelerated onto
the MCP, see Se. 2.2) and β-partiles of O(MeV) energy. The model used for the MCP detetor
is too primitive to answer this question. Measurements performed by the TRIUMF and Berkeley
groups [43, 44℄ showed that this eieny is atually very lose to the one for ions (i.e. the absolute
MCP detetion eieny is about 50÷75% for β-partiles of O(MeV) energy, ompared to about
60% for ions). This means that if one assumes the MCP registration eieny for betas and ions
to be both 60%, the MCP detetor will register ∼1290 β−partiles against 6 000 ion events in the
full reoil ion spetrum.
The rst estimates [27℄ show that in order to ahieve ∆a = 0.005 with suh β bakground an
inrease of the measurement time by about one order of magnitude might be neessary. However, if
one onsiders that 107 ounts in the dierential spetrum (not inluding β bakground) is suient
(Fig. 7, Se. 2.5), the required preision on the β−ν orrelation (∆a = 0.005) might still be ahieved
in a realisti time period. These simulations, for sure, have to be heked experimentally and the
issue of the MCP detetion eieny for ions and betas still has to be investigated in more detail
too.
3 Tests performed
The WITCH set-up was ompleted only reently and ommissioning was started already during
the last phase of the installation. In most of the tests the o-line REXTRAP ion soure (delivering
a
39
K ion beam) was used. The tests performed are disussed in this setion.
3.1 HBL
The funtion of the HBL is to transfer the ion beam from the REXTRAP set-up into the WITCH
vertial beamline as eient as possible. Sine the ISOLDE faility (and respetively, REXTRAP)
is operated usually at either 60 kV or 30 kV, tests were done using both high voltage settings. The
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tests performed showed that the tuning an be done in suh a way that there is no signiant loss
of beam intensity through the HBL, i.e. nearly 100% transmission eieny is obtained. To tune
the voltages and monitor the beam, the three diagnostis in the HBL and the rst one in the VBL
are used.
3.2 VBL
The main purpose of the VBL tests that were performed till now was to prove the funtionality of
the PDT, hek its eieny and investigate and optimize the injetion of the ion beam into the
WITCH magneti eld.
From the values for the resistanes and apaitanes in the HV swith box sheme (Fig. 9)
the HV swithing time onstant τPDT was estimated to be 0.18µs. This provides a pulse down
time tswitch of the PDT of about 1.3µs (1.2µs) for a 60 kV (30 kV) ISOLDE beam, with tswitch
being dened suh that the energy of the ions after the swithing diers less than 50 eV from the
required value [28℄. The travel time of 30 keV
39
K
+
ions in the PDT (for a ombination of HV =
+26/-4 kV) is ∼ 5µs. This gives an ∼ 3.7µs time window to pulse down the ion beam. However,
the ion bunh ejeted from the REXTRAP set-up has a time struture that is longer than this time
window (the typial bunh length is ∼ 10µs), meaning that it is not possible to pulse the omplete
bunh but at best only about 43% of it for a ombination of HV = +26/-4 kV [28℄. The original
bunh an thus be onsidered to onsist of dierent parts: 1) ions whih will pass through the
PDT before the pulsing down starts, 2) an intermediate part ontaining partially bunhed ions, 3)
well bunhed ions, 4) another intermediate part of partially pulsed down ions and, nally, 5) ions
whih enter the PDT when this is already at low voltage (Fig. 10, top left orner). For the ases
1) and 5) these ions will have ∼ 60 keV (30 keV) after the PDT, i.e. they are muh faster than
the well-bunhed ions. This leads to the time struture of the signal after the PDT shown also
in Fig. 10. In this gure the simulated (using the SIMION simulation routine [29℄) and measured
spetra are ompared. As an be seen, good agreement between simulations and the measurement
is obtained.
The eieny of the PDT, ηPDT , was measured using two diagnosti MCP detetors: one in
front of the PDT and one behind it at ∼40 m from the exit of the PDT. The resulting eieny
ηPDT = 8% is less than the expeted value of ∼43% but is of the right order of magnitude [28℄.
From the signal of the MCP detetor behind the trap struture (i.e. in the magneti eld)
the overall eieny of the vertial beamline, inluding the eieny of the pulsed drift tube,
was found to be between 0.1% and 1% (for these measurements ions were not trapped but only
sent through the traps) (Table 1). Additional measurements were performed in the mean time
with improved MCP diagnosti detetors [39℄, i.e. with several Ni meshes in front to redue the
inoming beam intensity, and a grid-anode to determine the beam size. These have revealed a
signiant derease of beam quality after the PDT. This is being looked into in more detail now.
3.3 Traps
In the initial phase, i.e. for a simple mode WITCH operation and tests of the spetrometer, a
sophistiated use of the traps is not required. It was therefore not our aim to perform already now
a detailed investigation of their properties. Rather we wanted to verify the simple operation of
the traps, i.e. try out basi trap mehanisms, understand the behavior of ions in the traps and, if
possible, optimize the parameters in order to nd a suitable trapping regime.
3.3.1 Buer gas ooling
An important step in verifying the operation of Penning traps is to hek the buer gas ooling
proedure sine this is usually a rst main step in the ion ooling. The buer gas used is high
purity
4
He (quality: Helium 57 or >99.9997%), but the transfer line is not yet equipped with a
old trap or other puriation system. The buer gas pressure measurement is done at a point
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after the gas dosing valve (Pfeier Vauum, RME005) and before the transfer line enters into the
vauum hamber. With this installation the buer gas pressure is regulated via a feedbak loop.
A san of the MCP signal as a funtion of the ooling time was performed for a buer gas
pressure of 5 mbar at the gas dosing valve position.
39
K
+
ions are trapped in the ooler trap,
ooled there for some time and then sent (without apturing) through the deay trap onto the
MCP detetor behind the WITCH trap struture. It was found that after ∼200 ms of ooling
the MCP signal splits in two dierent peaks (Fig. 11). This means that other ions then
39
K
+
are
present too, for instane beause the buer gas is not lean enough. Using dipole exitation of
the redued ylotron motion (ν+), the rst peak was identied as mass 19 (H2OH
+
) while the
seond one orresponds to
39
K
+
. Qualitatively the eet of the ooling an be seen in Fig. 11:
after 100 ms of ooling the TOF position of the
39
K
+
peak is ∼ 70µs while after 200 ms of ooling
the peak appears at ∼ 100µs.
3.3.2 Exitations
In Fig. 12 the osillosope pitures orresponding to the dipole ν+ exitation are shown. With
no applied exitation two peaks (H2OH
+
and
39
K
+
) are visible. Next, the following sheme is
used: rst the ions are ooled by ollisions with the buer gas atoms in the ooler trap during
200 ms, thereafter they are exited at ν+(
39
K) = 2367100 Hz (in a 6 T B-eld) for 100 ms with
an amplitude of Aν+ = 2 V and, nally, they are extrated (Fig. 12b). As an be seen the
39
K
+
peak disappears, i.e. with ν+(
39
K) exitation the 39K+ ions were brought to a radius larger than
the radius of the pumping diaphragm. In another test the ions in the rst peak were exited at
the redued ylotron frequeny νrf = 4845000 Hz ≃ ν+(mass 19) (Aν+ = 0.5 V) during 100 ms
(in this ase the ions were rst ooled during 400 ms) (Fig. 12). The same eet is obtained,
i.e. the orresponding peak disappears. The inrease of the MCP signal after removing the rst
peak ould be related to MCP eets (see Se. 3.5). No systemati san of the number of ions
ejeted from the trap as a funtion of the exitation frequeny was performed as yet, but only a
qualitative study of the TOF osillosope spetrum. These tests nevertheless show that the ν+
exitation works for WITCH and allows to separate dierent masses.
A mass seletive removal of unwanted speies an be ahieved via a ombination of dipole
exitation of the magnetron motion (ν−) and quadrupole exitation at the true ylotron frequeny
(νc) [30℄. This tehnique was tried qualitatively for
39
K
+
ions. A dipole ν− exitation (at ν− =
130 Hz, determined in a similar way as ν+, i.e. heking at whih frequeny all ion peaks disappear
from the osillosope spetrum) with amplitude Aν
−
= 150mV was applied for 50 ms, and followed
by a quadrupole νc exitation (νc(
39
K) = 3553729 Hz) with amplitude Aνc(
39
K) = 1.6 V for 3 ms
(B-eld is 9 T). As in the previous tests no systemati san of the exitation frequenies was
performed but only a visual analysis of the TOF osillosope spetrum. The orresponding steps
of the proess are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13a displays the situation before any exitation. The
seond peak orresponds to
39
K
+
. When a dipole ν− exitation is applied, all ions are driven out
as an be seen in Fig. 13b (both peaks disappear). If now a quadrupole RF-eld at frequeny
νc(
39
K) is used, one an expet the 39K+ ions to reenter while other impurities should disappear.
However, while it is lear from Fig. 13 that there is indeed no other speies present than
39
K
+
, the
signal orresponding to the
39
K
+
ions is signiantly smaller and broader than the one without any
exitation. A possible reason for this an be either wrongly hosen parameters (so that the ions hit
the eletrode and are lost) or some eletronis problem (e.g. eletroni noise in some hannels, a
dierent apaitane of the trak: onnetion wires + eletrodes, or imperfetion of power supplies
used). Also, the behaviour of the ions might have been inuened by spae harge eets.
The dipole ν− exitation was also applied while working with
20
Ne
+
ions and the frequeny
used there was ν− ≃ 140 Hz (to suessfully remove all speies; B-eld was 9 T). Combining this
value with the one in the
39
K test leads to ν− = 135(5) Hz. Using now this value of ν− and an
estimation of the magneti eld in the ooler trap enter (see next Se. 3.4), one an dedue the trap
harateristi parameter U0/d
2 = 1.53(6) · 104 V/m2 for WITCH. For the ISOLTRAP [31, 32, 33℄
ooler trap, whih is very similar to the WITCH ooler trap, one has U0/d
2 = 1.8 · 104 V/m2 [34℄.
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3.4 Magneti eld
The neessity to know preisely the magneti eld at the trap enter is based on the following two
fators: 1) the ylotron frequeny, and therefore the entering and ooling of the ion loud as
well as the mass-seletivity, are diretly determined by the value of the eld, while 2) the response
funtion of the WITCH spetrometer also depends on it. Originally the magneti eld map was
provided by Oxford Instruments for both magnets separately. However, this eld map resulted
from a alulation/approximation based on measurements that were made at the fatory, prior to
the delivery and installation of the system at CERN. Also, inserting the traps struture with all
the wiring may hange the eld strength in the trap enters due to the magneti suseptibility of
the materials used. Diret measurement of the eld with an NMR probe is hardly possible beause
of the very diult aess to the area.
An elegant way to estimate the magneti eld is to use a known isotope (i.e. with known
mass m) and experimentally nd the proper ylotron frequeny νc. This yields enough infor-
mation to determine the magneti eld B [35℄. From the exitation tests performed with a
39
K
+
beam, νc(
39
K) was found via quadrupole exitation of 39K+ (diret determination, νc =
3553729(2000)Hz) but also via dipole exitation of 39K+ (whih gives only ν+ = 3554019(2000)Hz;
in another test ν− = 135(5) Hz was found, see p.8). The estimated unertainty for νc and ν+ is
based on two measurements of ν+(
39
K) at 6 T eld: ν
(1)
+ (
39
K) = 2363170 Hz and ν
(2)
+ (
39
K) =
2367100 Hz (Fig.12), whih leads to ∆ν+(
39
K) ⋍ 2000 Hz. The nal result for νc(
39
K) is
ν¯c = 3553900(1400) Hz, whih orresponds to a magneti eld in the enter of the ooler trap
Bcooler = 9.018(4) T (aording to the eld map from Oxford Instruments the eld in the enter
of the ooler trap is 9.0011 T). The set eld was 9 T for the lower magnet and 0.1 T for the top
magnet of the system (the WITCH magnet system allows to set any possible ombination of the
magneti elds in the range 0 < Bmax ≤ 9 T and 0 < Bmin ≤ 0.2 T).
3.5 MCP regime
The working priniple of an MCP detetor an be found in e.g. [36, 37, 38℄. Under ertain onditions
an MCP is not sensitive anymore to the number of inident partiles (Fig. 14), meaning that the
detetor misses some events. This state is known as the saturation of the MCP. The typial dead-
time of one MCP hannel is in the order of several tens of milliseonds [36℄. For the WITCH
diagnosti MCPs it is ∼30 ms. The saturation of an MCP depends on both the ion urrent density
(i.e. the number of ions per MCP hannel and per seond) and the MCP aeleration voltage. The
eet of the ion urrent density is shown in Fig.14: when the number of ions in the bunh exeeds a
ertain value the MCP signal remains onstant. However, already muh earlier the dependene of
the MCP signal on the number of inident ions eases to be linear. This behavior an be explained
by partial saturation: Fig. 15 shows that at MCP HV=1.25 kV the
23
Na
+
signal has a blok
shape while at higher MCP voltages the total signal still inreases but shows a signiant drop in
intensity for later arriving ions. This means that the early arriving ions saturate a ertain fration
of the MCP hannels, leading to a derease of the MCP registration eieny for later ions. This
an also be seen from Fig. 16: when the early arriving ions are removed with a time window before
they reah the detetor (the WITCH beam gate is used for this), the signal orresponding to the
late ions inreases.
The eet desribed above inuenes the measurements and has to be taken into aount for
eieny estimates and during the beam tuning. Saturation of the diagnosti MCP's an be
avoided by adding several Ni meshes in front and using appropriate MCP aeleration voltages.
The dead-time and saturation of the MCP an also inuene the reoil spetrum measurement,
sine in real measurement onditions the reoil ions are supposed to reah the reoil MCP detetor
at a rate > 105 Hz. Results of a areful study of the MCP response to high intensity pulsed beams
are desribed in [39℄.
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3.6 First radioative ions
In November 2004 WITCH got its rst radioative beam time (with
35
Ar
+
). A CaO ISOLDE
target and a plasma ion soure with old transfer line were used. The rate for this partiular
run was about 5 · 105 atoms/s, being somewhat lower then expeted. Coupled with the fat that
the eieny of WITCH is not yet high enough to deal with this intensity (see Table 1) a reoil
energy spetrum measurement was not yet possible. Inrease of ISOLDE rates of 40 times an be
expeted based on past demonstrated yields [16℄. For WITCH ongoing optimization should yield
an inrease in overall eieny of a fator of ten or more. Still, the deay of
35
Ar was observed
on the rst VBL MCP detetor (Fig. 17). The half life of
35
Ar obtained as the weighted average
of two short measurements is: T1/2(
35
Ar) = 1.70(5) s (the value in literature is 1.775(4) s). This
showed that ISOLDE delivered a lean
35
Ar
+
beam with no radioative ontaminant, as is required
for the planned reoil spetrum measurements.
4 Outlook & improvements
The WITCH set-up was ompleted and rst ommissioning tests performed only reently. There is
still room for many improvements and more tests are neessary to better understand the behaviour
of the dierent parts of the set-up.
The non-pulsed high energy 60 keV (30 keV) ions arrive rst on the diagnosti MCP and an
ause saturation of the detetor, reduing its sensitivity, i.e. disturbing the tuning and eieny
measurements. Part of these energeti ions also reahes the detetion MCP at the end of the
spetrometer, in spite of the magneti eld. This will inuene the measurement of the reoil ion
spetrum. Another drawbak is that during a radioative run, the deays of non-pulsed 60 keV
(30 keV) radioative ions implanted diretly on the detetion MCP will lead to additional bak-
ground. All these problems an be avoided if one uses a beam gate installed in the HBL (or VBL)
in order to selet only the part of the original beam orresponding to the orretly pulsed ions.
The required eletronis to swith the voltages in the range of 1000 V within several 100 ns is
urrently being developed.
A new system of VBL diagnostis is urrently being prepared. It is based on an MCP detetor
with split anode and a Ni-mesh in front of it. The latter redues the intensity of the inoming
beam in order to avoid saturation of the detetor. The transpareny of this mesh an be measured
to good preision with laser light. The split anode system provides the possibility to hek the
beam size and its position on-line. The ombination of the Ni-mesh and the split anode will allow
to avoid problems aused by the saturation of the MCP during the beam tuning.
Based on the new HV swith system of ISOLTRAP a new HV sheme was developed in lose
ooperation with a ompany
1
. This new system is more reliable for 60 kV swithing and has in
addition the advantage that the swithing time is improved by a fator of 2÷ 3. This is done with
an approah of a lamping diode, whih ties the dereasing voltage to a pre-dened value for a
limited period of time. The swithing proess in this ase starts as usual (Fig. 18), i.e. the voltage
of the PDT goes down towards the negative biasing voltage. After roughly 600 ns, orresponding
to 3× τPDT , the voltage has dropped below the value of an auxiliary voltage supply to whih the
diode is onneted. The diode therefore beomes onduting and prevents the PDT-voltage from
a further derease.
The trap tests showed that the buer gas of the ooler trap ontains impurities. The main
eet of this is that the ions of interest an be neutralized via harge exhange and an thus
esape from the trap. To avoid this, the external gas line has to be as short as possible (the
internal part annot be hanged), while in addition it has to be leaned, baked and pumped to
remove ontaminations. To further lean the buer gas one an in addition install a old trap or
use a ommerially available He purier. During the ommissioning period it was realized that a
higher energy for the ions leaving the PDT improves the injetion in the ooler trap. However,
this requires an upgrade of the end ap power supplies. The orresponding eletronis is urrently
1
Dr. Stefan Stahl - Elektronik-Beratung, Sonderanfertigungen · Kellerweg 23, D - 67582 Mettenheim · Germany.
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being developed. With respet to the detetion part, an 8 m diameter MCP detetor with position
sensitive anode will be used to study the size of the reoil ion beam, the possible dependene of the
beam size on the ion energy, as well as the β-bakground. This MCP and the neessary eletronis
will be provided by the LPC-Caen group [41, 42℄.
To arry out eieny tests and improve the beam tuning in WITCH, it is neessary to transport
ion beams through the omplete WITCH beamline. The REXTRAP ion soure is often needed by
the REXTRAP team for tests and, in addition, an not be used during experiments involving the
REXTRAP set-up (sine this ion soure bloks the ISOLDE beam at the entrane of REXTRAP).
A design study was therefore started to develop an ion soure for WITCH similar to the one of
REXTRAP and to implement this in the horizontal beamline.
The vauum of the WITCH system is at present reasonably good (∼ 10−8 ÷ 10−7 mbar) for
normal WITCH operation but an still be improved to avoid pressure related systemati eets
and to redue the harge exhange probability. The WITCH spetrometer was designed with the
possibility to use non-evaporable getters (NEG) and it is planned to put this system in operation
soon.
Finally, additional tests are being prepared in order to improve the WITCH eieny. For
instane, one may try to optimize REXTRAP operation so as to redue the ion bunh length, try
to determine the rest gas pressure in the WITCH traps, study the size of the ion loud, investigate
spae harge eets, and try to obtain an optimal ooling time. In addition, investigation of the
spetrometer and its response funtion, as well as measurements to hek the β-bakground on the
main detetor are planned as well.
5 Conlusion
The installation period of the WITCH set-up, whih was developed over the last few years, was
nished in autumn 2004 while intensive ommissioning of the set-up was performed during the
whole year 2004. The main aim of these tests was to hek the operation of the beam transport, the
pulsing down of the ion beam and the injetion of ions into the high magneti eld, to test the trap
basis and hek the spetrometer operation, and nally, to optimize as many settings as possible.
These tests showed that the full set-up up to the spetrometer is now operational, although several
eienies still have to be improved. The present overall eieny of the experiment did not allow
to atively test the retardation spetrometer whih an only be done fully with radioative ions.
The results of the ommissioning stage were arefully analyzed and possible improvements were
suggested. This inludes both tehnial modiations as well as the neessary tests in order to
optimize the set-up and ahieve the required eieny.
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Figure 1: Dierential reoil energy spetrum for a = 1 (pure V interation) and a = −1 (pure S
interation) .
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Figure 2: Shemati view of the WITCH set-up. The abbreviations used are: HBL horizontal
beamline, VBL vertial beamline, PDT pulsed drift tube. The HBL is 90◦ rotated (i.e. the top
view of the HBL is shown).
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Figure 3: Magneti eld (solid line) and retardation eletri eld (dashed line) prole on the axis
of the spetrometer (z-axis). The retardation eld has been alulated for Uret = 100 V. z=0
orresponds to the enter of the 9 T magnet. The positions of the traps, the analysis plane and
the reoil ion detetor are also indiated.
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Figure 4: Inuene of dierent rest gas pressures on the response funtion of the WITCH spetrom-
eter: 0 mbar (solid line), 10−6 mbar (dashed line), 10−5 mbar (dash dotted line) and 10−4 mbar
(dotted line). The simulations are performed for a partile with Erecoil = 500 eV and mass=50 amu
in argon gas.
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Figure 5: Doppler broadening of the response funtion of the WITCH spetrometer for dierent
temperatures of the ion loud. Calulations performed for Erecoil = 280 eV without taking into
aount the rest gas pressure.
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Figure 6: Dierential reoil spetrum alulated for the β+-deay of 38mK. The harge distribution
for the β+-deay is taken from [21℄, while the harge state distribution for eletron apture is
unknown for this isotope. In order to still get a qualitative idea the known harge state distribution
for
37
Ar is therefore shown (from [23℄)
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Figure 7: Estimated preision on the β−ν angular orrelation oeient a (for 26mAl, C.L.=68.3%)
as a funtion of the total number of events N in the dierential reoil spetrum when three dierent
energy intervals near the endpoint (at 280.6 eV for
26m
Al) are onsidered for analysis.
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Figure 8: Plot of the points where β-partiles hit the set-up for the rst time. 35Ar spetrum, 5 mm
loud, isotropi distribution. The enter of the deay trap is at -323 mm. On top the WITCH
set-up in the GEANT4 simulation program is shown. The dierent spetrometer (SP) eletrodes
are indiated.
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Figure 9: Eletrial sheme of the HV swith system for 60 kV.
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Figure 10: TOF spetra of
39
K after the PDT. The simulation is for a HV swith time onstant =
0.2 µs. The measured spetrum is the MCP signal inverted and saled to the simulated spetrum.
Measurement and simulation are both for HV PDT = 26 kV. The zero of the TOF-axis orresponds
to the start of the HV swithing. In top left orner the shemati of the original ion bunh is shown:
1) "early" ions, 2) partially bunhed "early", 3) well bunhed ions, 4) partially bunhed "late", 5)
"late" ions. a, b,  and d orrespond to the transitions between dierent parts.
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Figure 11: Osillosope TOF pitures observed with an MCP for dierent ooling times (100 ms,
200 ms, 500 ms) in the ooler trap. The buer gas pressure was 5 mbar (at the gas dosing valve
position).
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Figure 12: Identiation of dierent peaks from the TOF observed with an MCP detetor after
dierent exitations in the ooler trap. Ions are a) rst ooled for 200 ms, without exiting them
and then b) dipole exited at νrf = ν+(
39
K) = 2367100 Hz (Aν+ = 2 V) during 100 ms and )
exited at the redued ylotron frequeny νrf = 4845000 Hz ∼ ν+(mass 19) (Aν+ = 0.5 V) during
100 ms (in this last ase the ions were rst ooled during 400 ms). The peak orresponding to
the exited mass disappears. The magneti eld was 6 T. The He buer-gas pressure was 5 mbar.
The inrease of the MCP signal after removing the rst peak (ase ()) ould be related to MCP
eets (see Se. 3.5)
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Figure 13: Mass seletive ooling of
39
K: a) no exitation is applied b) ν− exitation; all peaks
disappear ) quadrupole νc(
39
K) exitation; 39K+ ions ome bak but the signal amplitude is, for
some as yet unknown reason, muh lower.
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Figure 14: Summed MCP signal as a funtion of the number of inident partiles (per bunh) for
MCP HV = 1.4 kV (third VBL diagnostis, the MCP sensitive area is 18 mm diameter). The plot
shows a ombination of two independent measurements. As an be seen, the MCP saturates if the
number of inident partiles is & 2 · 105 per bunh.
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Figure 15: Change of MCP signal shape with applied HV, and the saturation eet (measured
with third VBL diagnostis).
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Figure 16: Eet of the WITCH beam gate on the MCP signal (rst VBL diagnostis, MCP
HV=1.6 kV): removing early arriving ions with the beam gate inreases the MCP signal of later
arriving ions.
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Figure 17:
35
Ar half-life measurement on the rst VBL diagnosti MCP detetor.
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Figure 18: HV of the PDT as a funtion of time in ase of a standard exponential derease with
τPDT = 0.2µs (1) and using the lamping diode (2) (from [40℄).
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Desription of the parameter Eieny
ideal set-up ahieved
HBL eieny, ηHBL 100% ∼100%
PDT eieny, ηPDT 43% 8%
Injetion into the magneti eld, ǫinjection 100% 1%÷10%
Trapping in the ooler trap 100% ∼60%
Losses during ooling 100%
a) ∼ 75% a), b), c)
Eieny of transfer between traps 100% ∼ 80%
Losses in the deay trap 100%
a)
100%
a), c)
Fration of ions leaving the deay trap, taking
into aount the ut-o angle (ǫθ) and solid angle
(ǫΩ)
40%
d)
not yet studied
Shake-o for harge state n = 1, p(n=1) 10% not yet studied
Transmission through spetrometer 100%
a)
not yet studied
MCP eieny, ǫMCP 60% 52.3(3)%
e)
Total eieny ∼ 1% ∼ 0.6 · (10−3 ÷ 10−2)% f)
a)
100% means that there are no losses.
b)
after 300 ms of ooling, with 5 mbar He buer gas pressure at the measurement position.
c)
estimated from the tests performed, but one of the other eets (e.g. MCP regime) was not taken into
aount.
d)
ion energy dependent value.
e)
from E. Liénard et al., Nul. Instr. and Meth. A, 551 (2005) 375.
f)
when an eieny has not been determined yet the values for an ideal set-up are taken.
Table 1: Eienies for a fully optimized WITCH set-up and the urrently ahieved values.
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